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Summer Outing - members set off for the tour of the Denbies Wine Estate

From your Chairman - David’s Delibera6ons
First of all I must say a very big “THANK YOU” to Derek Wright for taking over
as Editor of this your quarterly magazine. I served a term as Editor for just
over six years and I enjoyed doing the job immensely. However, at the start it
was a challenge. as I was taking over from Rod Willerton who had re-vamped
and modernised the look of The Linking Shot to make it more upbeat. So I
knew he would be a hard act to follow! I confess now that I had already had
some desktop publishing experience preparing service manuals whilst
working in industry many years before, but then we were working on
mainframe computer systems some 20 years previously. Being a PC chappie
(Personal Computer not Politically Correct!), I was tied to Microsoft and
invested in “MS Publisher” for this task. What a fantastic and easy to use
programme it turned out to be compared to my previous clunky system at
work! I could insert pictures and resize them with the drag of the mouse and it
happened in an instant!
Anyway, I hope you all enjoyed my efforts over the years. Derek has already
produced his first edition and very good it looked. Please everyone, let’s
support Derek and send in plenty of articles for him to choose from, after all, it
is YOUR magazine.
We are about to settle into our autumn and winter meetings as the weather
changes leaving the memory of what was a spectacular summer. I do hope
that out of all that lovely weather will come a good crop of films for our next
Holiday Film competition.
I am pleased to report that we have a working script for our next Albany film.
The original story Has come again from old friends The Lancashire Authors
Association and has been transformed into a film script mainly by Ron and
Joy although I did have a shot at it but got bogged down in the middle.
Although it is a relatively simple story, it has quite complex and deep threads
that will challenge the actors. We have a read through scheduled and hope to
start shooting shortly after.
Talking again about film festivals, we have entered “The Prodigal” into the
Sussex Film Festival and also into the Australian Wide Screen Film Festival in
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Melbourne later this year. Modern technology has advanced to the point that
we no longer need to burn a blu-ray and a back up DVD to enter a
competition, but can now just send the film as a computer file. I was very
pleased that the competition organisers would accept this method of delivery
and we were able to send the film over as a file via “wetransfer” which is
instant and free!
That’s all for now. See you at our next mee6ng.

David Fenn
Our Summer Trip
Fourteen of our members assembled at Denbies Wine
Estate near Dorking, Surrey for our annual summer outing. We had a
buffet style hot lunch in their Conservatory Restaurant followed at 2pm
by an outdoor tour of the estate in a “land train” which lasted just under
an hour. The tour took us up over 600 feet to their top ridge showing us
the whole of the extensive estate which cannot be appreciated from
ground level.
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Denbies had until very recently, the largest vineyard in England with 265
acres (1.07 km2) under vines, representing more than 10 per cent of the
plantings in the whole of the United Kingdom. The visitor centre attracts
around 300,000 visitors a year.
The estate is named after the first owner of the land, John Denby who used
the land as a sheep farm. In the mid-18th century Denby's farm was sold to
Jonathan Tyers, proprietor of Vauxhall Gardens near London and the
buildings converted for him into a gentleman's residence and retreat from the
high life of London.
The property then passed through several hands until in the 1850s it was
rebuilt on a grander scale by the Victorian master builder, Thomas Cubitt. He
was visited by Prince Albert, who planted a commemorative tree. Cubitt thus
became part of the “landed gentry” and eventually owned thousands of acres
of Surrey land stretching almost as far as Guildford.. The house remained in
the Cubitt family until the Second World War, when it was requisitioned by the
government and occupied by the military.
When the property was handed back to the family after the war, Cubitt's great
grandson lacked the funds to restore and maintain it. He converted the
laundry and gardener's house into a smaller Regency style residence using
materials from the big house, which then gradually fell in a state of decay. In
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1951 fire destroyed what was left of the original building which by coincidence
greatly improved the view from the newly converted residence!
A large proportion of the Cubitt land was either sold or gifted to The National
Trust and the current estate acreage was purchased by local
businessman Adrian White who is the current owner.
Denbies is situated on the North Downs, which are chalk hills, the topsoil
being fertile loam interspersed with flint. From 1986 to 1989 White had the
south-facing slopes planted with vines, which cover 265 acres (1.07 km2) of
the 627-acre (2.54 km2) estate, the remainder of which is woodland and
pasture. The average yield is 300,000 litres of wine per year.
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Inevitably we had to stroll round the shop where apparently 65% of their wine
is sold, the remainder being marketed through supermarkets, wholesalers
and mail order.
All in all a very successful and informative trip and many thanks to Liz who
did all the organising.
words and all pictures by David Fenn

Your new Linking Shot editor
Although now your new Linking Shot editor, I have just about zero track
record as an actual movie maker. I occasionally shoot bits and pieces of
movie on my Sony Cybershot digital stills camera but I have never got round
to any serious editing. Maybe this is because I think I won’t find the time to
do enough editing to justify the cost of the equipment.
My main hobby for summer months is cruising on the narrowboat that I spent
12 years fitting out myself from 1999 to 2011. I also do what could be classed
as hobby farming, still looking after the hedges, grass and fencing on seven
acres where we kept our horses up to June 2017. None of this makes good
movie material because most of the time it is a bit like watching paint dry.
And when there is some exciting action I am too busy doing the action to
point a camera at what I am doing.
So I am one of those who likes to cast a critical eye and ear over other
peoples movies. My assessments are based on what I picked up working in
television studios between 1962 to 1967 and then in broadcast engineering
R&D with the BBC between 1967 and 1995. I am very sensitive to distorted
sound or fixable variations in sound level and to repeated use of the same
shot, which is far too common in many factual broadcasts.
In 1976 I followed the work of a TV graphic designer for two weeks before we
both went on an eight-day study tour to the States to look at state of the art
character generation and daylight computer generated imagery (CGI - then
used only in flight simulators). Following the trip I wrote an assessment of
how computers might assist in the production of graphics and animation for
television. The PC had yet to be invented (not until August 1981) and the
BBC microcomputer did not appear until 1982. So we were talking about
rack-mount mini computers for character generation and massively parallel
supercomputers for the daylight GGI simulators. Most of my assessments
came to fruition within the expected 5-year timescale. Of coursed today any
PC can do all the things that we predicted then for the supercomputers.
Derek Wright
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10 minute talks
This was never quite going to work. With the hall windows all open wide to
keep cool, herring gulls squawking in the sky above outside and the camera
mounted microphone it was going to sound like a talk presented on a beach.
Maybe that was what the green screen was for and somebody had paid the
seagulls to turn up.
Then we had Ray's recalcitrant projector loaded with a memory stick that
seemed to have its own agenda about which picture it would show next.
Ray kicked off with his talk about the 20 cars he had owned, with a die cast
model for the majority and a picture from the projector for the ones without a
die cast. Each model had its roof lovingly stroked to remove the dust before
being held high so that we could all see. So high in fact that they went out of
shot for the camera. But a few cut aways will soon solve that. The ones
without the models will need removal of the pauses and the walks out of shot
to discipline the projector. The irony was that the last car, a Jaguar, was
mowed into by an uninsured driver while he and his wife paused to discuss
whether to let the SatNav continue to "not find" their intended visit venue or
whether they should give up and return to base. So what will car number 21
be?
Next Barry launched into his talk on the sourcing of shea butter for Unilever,
going back to his early post army career. Once again the recalcitrant
projector had a mind of its own each time a "next slide" call was made. But
with the almost routine walks out of shot to point "that one" we eventually got
through and hopefully the editors can sort it all out later.
Finally without any need for pictures from "that projector" David assembled a
computer from bits and pieces, asking our young member Alex to pass similar
non-working versions of each part around for inspection. Well Alex 'passed
around us' but probably due to a misunderstanding we never actually got our
hands on any of these parts as he wafted them past us (in the style of a
magician's assistant) before completing the circle across the front of the shot.
Then there was the "Tomorrows World" moment as the assembled computer
that worked fine in rehearsal at home did not want to start up during the live
performance. I am sure the editors can fake that as well.
Derek Wright
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Movie Showcase Feedback
We recently enjoyed a Show Reel from Huddersﬁeld Film Makers Club. We sent our
2017 Show Reel to them in exchange. They played this at their July 26th mee6ng and
have given us the following feedback.
Take the A road
A 5 minute ﬁlm from David Fenn showing aspects of Sussex when travelling along
the A 272 road. An aPrac6ve 'postcard' ﬁlm with very clear & concise narra6on &
excellent use of sound throughout, in par6cular the music soundtrack which was felt
to be reminiscent of the 1950's. This was thought by the viewers to be inten6onal &
well placed.
Sri Lanka
Ken Finch's ﬁlm gives the viewer an insight into the wildlife of one of this island
country's many na6onal parks & the abundant wildlife to be found for the traveller &
tourist to admire & photograph. The steadiness of the shots & the colourful images
of the bird life impressed the viewers but it was also felt the delivery did lack some
ﬂow.
Let's go nuts
Paul Bailey's ﬁlm focusses on Mollie & Olivia, two fund raising runners taking part in
an assault course where they can be seen carrying heavy car tyres & wading through
very muddy water. The viewers felt the narra6on had to compete with both
background sound & music. Although very entertaining & fun to watch, the ﬁlm was
a liPle short on hard facts.
Round Ireland scrapbook
A road journey ﬁlm in Southern Ireland by Rod Willerton, star6ng out from Dublin &
taking in popular places of interest along the way. The narra6on was clear when
describing such places as Kilkenny castle & the Waterford glass blowing visitor
centre. The soundtrack reﬂected the mood & comments were made about the
steadiness of the shots. In addi6on such comments as outstanding, excellent & very
good were made referring to the camera work. The viewers' interest was kept
throughout was another comment heard. A comment about too liPle informa6on of
some loca6ons & the good use of eﬀects was made by one viewer.
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Stuck in the middle
A ﬁlm by their youngest member Jack Butler progressed rapidly showing an
interview of a recently departed individual being screened for acceptance into the
a]er-life. The ac6ng was impressive & the pace & length was just right. One viewer
commented on the good use of focus pulling keeping our aPen6on on the subject.
Hop around the Weald
A diﬀerent introduc6on to a ﬁlm performed here by a Town Crier. We follow a single
Morris dancer & his Hobbyhorse 'Woody' around a number of small villages & stop
to view items of interest, the detail of which was clearly illustrated by an excellent
voice-over which delivered some splendid historical content. The use of cartoon
anima6on for the opening & closing was commented as being very appropriate to
the subject.
City on the Bay
A short ﬁlm of familiar San Francisco street scenes & road traﬃc, especially the
Tramcars that run up & down the steep hills. A ﬁlm without commentary or
narra6on though the images were accompanied throughout with the popular song.
Described by many of the viewers as a 'happy ﬁlm' & easy to listen to, the ﬁlm
proved a very popular addi6on.
Bridges. Balloons, Brunel & Banksv.
A ﬁlm by Rod Willerton exploring signiﬁcant aspects of the city of Bristol which
included the famous Cli]on suspension bridge & other bridges old & new which
cross the River Avon. Together with shots of street art by Banksy & images of the
interna6onal balloon fes6val at Ashton Court gave this ﬁlm a fully rounded look. A
very colourful presenta6on in par6cular the night launch of the hot air balloons. The
characterisa6on of Brunel was an impressive feature of this ﬁlm which overall
was thought to be the best of the evening.
Shock Treatment
In this club produc6on ﬁlm, Sarah, a very nervous & paranoid housewife witnesses a
drug deal in the opening scene for which she then believes she's a target for the
criminals. The ac6ng & edi6ng was very well received & overall there were some
beau6fully shot with some very good close ups. However, it was felt a clearer
'punchline' together with more ﬁrmly delivered ﬁnal dialogue 'Shock Treatment'
would have concluded more sa6sfactorily.
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End of an era
A short club produc6on ﬁlm illustra6ng a sadly all too familiar event on our high
streets; that of small family businesses closing down. The staﬀ of a specialist
haberdashery store in Haywards Heath are shown being interviewed or serving
customers. The customer giving an interview had to compete with surrounding
traﬃc noise although their comments were audible. The somewhat s6lted & rock
steady images of the male staﬀ member could have beneﬁPed
from being less rigid & too 'face on' to the camera. In the scene where the girl is
wrapping the customers' purchase in brown paper, it was though a more appropriate
cut to the girls face rather than that of a shelf, could have been considered.
The Anniversary
On the occasion of their wedding anniversary, the middle aged housewife reveals to
her husband that prior to mee6ng him; she was a rugby league 'Hooker'. The ﬁlm
was well constructed with good close ups & framing & brought to a rapid conclusion
though in some shots images may have lingered
perhaps a liPle too long. Though a very short ﬁlm of 60 seconds, it brought the
evening’s entertainment to a most sa6sfactory conclusion.

An editor’s job description?
The editor is the person who processes and transforms a
miscellaneous collection of badly focused, poorly exposed and
horribly framed shots containing reversed screen direction,
unmatched action, disappearing props, flair, and hair in the aperture
(but not containing any close-ups, cut-ins, or cut-aways), into a
smooth, coherent, and eﬀective visual statement of the original
script... for which the director gets the credit.

Next Issue
The next issue of Linking Shot will be at the end of December 2018
Please send contributions to linkingshot@hotmail.co.uk no later than
19 December.
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Next Generation
On 11 September we had the pleasure of a talk from Jack Butler, who is the
grandson of June and Paul Bailey. One of his films, Stuck in the Middle, was
featured in our 2017 movie showcase, subsequently assessed by
Huddersfield Film Makers Club as reported on page 9 of this issue.
Jack started by showing us the first film he ever made after warning that it
was rubbish from which he had learned many lessons about how not to do
things. Room 235 was featured two property maintenance guys going to
check on the room ticking off the resolution of several issues. Then they
discovered a bomb with timer running just before reading the next item on the
list "door cannot be opened from the inside" and a farce ensued. Yes it could
have been shortened, there were unnecessary shots, some held for too long
including the use of a drone shot "because his grandad had a drone". But I
was more disturbed by the awfully distorted sound which was proved by a
YouTube clip to be from our reproduction chain. There was too much volume
on the PC headphone output, overloading the input of the power amplifier.
We then found we needed to cut the bass on the power amplifier because our
speakers could not handle the extreme bass that was present on most of the
films for some of the time. Don't get me wrong, I like sound effects with a lot
of bass but it is better to reduce the level than have the speakers burbling
because they can't cope with it cleanly.
One film stood out to the majority of us as excellent. "Fall of a King" a short
film based on a monologue from Shakespeare's Julias Caesar, features a
discussion between Marc Anthony (Matt Appleton) and Brutus (Matthew
Mahoney) on Anthony's proposed speech at Caesar's funeral.
The direction and subsequent editing of the action between two actors over a
game of chess was truly inspirational. Jack had told us in advance that he
thought it was boring. But none of the rest of us agreed and he eventually
accepted that it was because, as editor, he had watched it too many times.
As Jack heads off back to his second year at university, I think this young
man and members of his team are going places. See what you think.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFgP40ojn2U
report by Derek Wright
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Programme Reminder
Oct 9

Competition Night
Fiction, Novice, Alan Early ( 5 min on 'The Letter' ) & 60 second

Oct 23

Movie showcase - Our public show

Nov 6

Graham's evening + Green-Screen Film EdiCng

Nov 20

Making a ﬁlm on an iPhone

Dec 4

A Producer's Problem

– all members needed to serve the refreshments

David, Ron & Rod show what goes into planning a ﬁcCon ﬁlm

Dec 18

Oscars night

Jan 15 (2019)

AGM

Jan 29 (2019)

Members & Spouses Lunch

(compeCCon presentaCons) and Christmas nibbles

Please Remember !

Refreshment Rota
9 October
23 October
6 November
20 November

Derek Wright and David Smart
Everyone (Movie Showcase)
Barry and Brenda Mack
Merv. Huggett and Tony Pethers

4 December

Roy Langley and Paul Wood

18 December

Liz - Christmas Get Together

15 January 2019

Allan Tyler and Graham Quantrill

If you are unable to
attend on your night,
please change with
someone else and
update the sheet on
the notice board.
One of you needs to
bring the milk.
Please do a stock
take at the end of
your night and tell Liz
if any items need to
be replenished.

Views expressed by members in the Linking Shot may not
be the views of the HHMM committee unless stated
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